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Direct Geometrico-Static Problem of Underconstrained Cable-Driven Parallel Robots with \( n \) Cables

Ghasem Abbasnejad and Marco Carricato

Abstract—This paper studies the direct geometrico-static problem of underconstrained cable-driven parallel robots (CDPRs) supported by \( n \) cables, with \( n \leq 6 \). The task consists in identifying the equilibrium poses of the end-effector when cable lengths are specified. The problem is challenging, because the end-effector preserves some freedoms after cable lengths are assigned by motors. Hence, kinematics and statics are coupled, and they must be tackled simultaneously. A general method is presented to model the problem by a set of algebraic equations, and a least-degree univariate polynomial in the corresponding ideal is numerically found for any value of \( n \). For the efficient computation of the solution set, a software is developed which implements an algorithm based on homotopy continuation. Distinctive features of the code are that it finds all problem solutions, including those with slack cables, and stability analysis is integrated in order to identify feasible configurations.

Index Terms—Cable-driven parallel robots, underconstrained robots, kinematic analysis, static analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a cable-driven parallel robot (CDPR), a mobile platform is connected to the frame by \( n \) cables, whose lengths are governed by motors. Since cables are active only when exert tensile axial forces, the number \( m \) of cables that effectively contribute to controlling the platform pose may be instantaneously smaller than \( n \). In a given configuration, a spatial CDPR is fully constrained if \( m \geq 6 \), since in this case the pose is completely determined by cable lengths and, thus, by motor inputs. On the contrary, a CDPR is underconstrained when \( m < 6 \). In this occurrence, only \( m \) degrees of freedom (dofs) of the platform are governed and the configuration of the robot depends on both the motor inputs and the external wrench acting on the platform. A CDPR is naturally underconstrained when \( n < 6 \), whereas, when \( n \geq 6 \), it operates as such when mechanical equilibrium would require a negative tension in one or more cables. Though underconstrained CDPRs have received little attention in the literature [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7], a careful study of them is motivated. On the one hand, CDPRs with a limited number of cables may be used in several applications in which the task to be performed requires a limited number of controlled freedoms or a limitation of dexterity is acceptable in order to decrease complexity, cost, set-up time, likelihood of cable interference, etc. On the other hand, a CDPR with \( n \geq 6 \) may operate in underconstrained mode outside the wrench-closure workspace [8, 9], thus increasing its operational capabilities if a suitable control is achieved.

Underconstrained CDPRs have distinguishing features. Due to the coupling between kinematics and statics (or dynamics), loop-closure and mechanical-equilibrium equations must be solved simultaneously and displacement-analysis problems become particularly challenging. Furthermore, since the platform is movable when cable lengths are assigned, stability plays a crucial role. An equilibrium configuration is actually feasible only if therein cable tensions are positive and equilibrium is stable. When multiple feasible equilibria exist, the platform may switch between them due to external disturbances, thus causing unpredicted motion.

Carricato and Merlet [10, 11] proposed a methodology for the kinematic, static and stability analysis of underconstrained CDPRs. By taking advantage of this approach, the direct (DGP) and the inverse geometrico-static problem (IGP) of CDPRs suspended by 2 and 3 cables were solved [11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. In a DGP, the static load and the cable lengths are specified, whereas the platform pose and the cable tensions must be calculated. In an IGP, the static load and \( n \) desired platform lengths are assigned, whereas the remaining ones, as well as the cable tensions and lengths, are to be computed. This paper studies the DGP of underconstrained CDPRs suspended by 4, 5 and 6 cables, with distinct anchor points on the base and the platform. The following simplifying assumptions are made: cables are inextensible and massless, interference is not taken into consideration, and the platform is acted upon by a constant force, e.g., gravity.

The problem is modeled by a set of algebraic equations, and a least-degree univariate polynomial in the corresponding ideal is found. Though this polynomial proves to be too large to be numerically useful (it has degree 156, 216 and 140 for CDPRs being suspended by, respectively, 3, 4 and 5 cables), it has a twofold relevance. On the one hand, it sets an exact bound on the number of solutions of the DGP in the complex field (an information that is relevant for the algorithms that are implemented to compute the solution set). On the other hand, it provides a challenging benchmark to test the effectiveness of the elimination procedure presented in [12], thus showing its merits over other methods currently available to compute a least-degree univariate polynomial in a given ideal.

For the efficient computation of the solution set, a numerical procedure based on homotopy continuation is implemented in a software, DGP – Solver, which is freely distributed [16]. Distinctive features of the code are that it finds all solutions of the DGP, including those with slack cables, and stability analysis is integrated to identify feasible configurations. DGP – Solver uses Bertini [17] as a computation engine.

To show the potentiality of the software, an application of DGP – Solver to the optimal design of CDPRs is presented. Since a CDPR with \( n \leq 6 \) may admit multiple feasible equilibrium configurations, with some or all of them comprising slack cables, assessing the ability of a CDPR geometry to take advantage of all motorized cables to control the \( n \) dofs of the platform is in order. An investigation providing preliminary ground in this respect is, thus, reported.

The structure of the contribution is as follows. Section II describes the geometrico-static model of the robot. Sections III and IV delineate the problem-solving elimination procedure and report the results obtained for generic CDPRs with \( n \leq 6 \). Section V presents the software DGP – Solver and the continuation procedure at its basis. Section VI gives a preliminary assessment of the ability of a CDPR to take full advantage of its motors. The paper provides a unifying framework for and expands the results presented at the conferences [18, 19]. The software DGP – Solver is presented for the first time and Section VI is completely new.

In all reported numerical examples, measurements are expressed in SI units, with computations being performed on a PC with a 2.67GHz Intel Xeon processor and 4GB of RAM.

II. GEOMETRICO-STATIC MODEL

A. Geometric and static model of the robot

A mobile platform is connected to a fixed base by \( n \) cables, with \( n \leq 6 \) (Fig. 1). The \( i \)th cable, \( i = 1 \ldots n \), exits from the base at point \( A_i \), and it is connected to the mobile platform at point \( B_i \). The cable length is \( p_i \), with \( p_i > 0 \). \( A \) is a Cartesian frame attached to the base in \( O \), with \( i, j \) and \( k \) being unit vectors along the coordinate axes. \( B \) is a Cartesian frame attached to the platform in \( G \), with \( u, v \) and \( w \)...
being unit vectors along its axes. \( x = [x, y, z]^T \) is the position vector of \( G \) in \( A \), whereas \( R \) is the rotation matrix representing the orientation of \( B \) in \( A \). Furthermore, \( a_i = A_i - O \), and \( s_i = B_i - A_i = x + Rb_i - a_i \), with \( b_i \) being the position vector of \( B_i \) in \( B \).

The platform is acted upon by a constant force, which is assumed to be oriented as \( Q \) and applied at \( x \). The normalized Plücker vector of the line associated with the \( i \)th cable is \( L_i/p_i \), where, in axis coordinates, \( L_i = -[s_i; (B_i - P) \times s_i] \) and \( B_i - P \) is a vector directed from a reference point \( P \), called for brevity moment pole, to the cable line. \( P \) may be chosen arbitrarily, and need not coincide with \( O \) or \( G \). The wrench exerted by the \( i \)th cable on the platform is \( (\tau_i/p_i) L_i \), with \( \tau_i \) being a positive scalar representing the intensity of the cable tensile force.

If all cables are in tension, the geometrical constraints on the platform are \( ||s_i||^2 - \rho_i^2 = 0 \), \( i = 1 \ldots n \), and thus, by subtracting the first relation from the others,

\[
q_1 := ||s_1||^2 - \rho_1^2 = 0
\]

\[
q_j := ||s_j||^2 - ||s_1||^2 - \rho_j^2 + \rho_1^2 = 0, \quad j = 2 \ldots n
\]

where symbols \( q_1, \ldots, q_n \) denote the polynomials at the left-hand side of the relations in Eq. (1).

Since only \( n \) geometrical restraints are enforced, the platform preserves \( 6 - n \) d.o.f, with its final pose being determined by static equilibrium. This may be written as [10, 11]

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
L_1 & L_2 & \ldots & L_n & L_c
\end{bmatrix}
M(P, x, R)
\begin{bmatrix}
(\tau_1/p_1)
(\tau_2/p_2)
\vdots
(\tau_n/p_n)
\end{bmatrix}
= 0.
\]

where \( \tau_i \geq 0, \ i = 1 \ldots n \), and \( M(P, x, R) \) is a \( 6 \times (n + 1) \) matrix depending on both the moment pole \( P \) and the platform pose (here described by vector \( x \) and matrix \( R \)), namely

\[
M(P, x, R) = 
\begin{bmatrix}
-s_1 & \ldots & -s_n & k \\
(P-B_1) \times s_1 & \ldots & (P-B_n) \times s_n & (G-P) \times k
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Equations (1) and (2) form a system in the platform coordinates and the cable tensions. Three distinct pose parametrization are introduced in the following, with all of them leading to an algebraic formulation of the problem. Each parametrization has its own merits, and may be preferred to others depending on the problem-solving algorithm that is implemented.

B. 6-parameter representation of the platform pose

An algebraic representation \( X \) of the pose with a minimal set of parameters may be obtained by employing position vector \( x \) and the array \( \Phi = [e_1, e_2, e_3]^T \) grouping the Rodrigues parameters of the platform orientation, i.e. \( X = [x, y, z, e_1, e_2, e_3]^T \). Rodrigues parameters emerge from Euler homogeneous variables \( e_0, e_1, e_2 \) and \( e_3 \) by the normalization \( e_0 = 1 \) [20]. When Euler/Rodrigues parameters are used, the rotation matrix \( R \) has the form

\[
R = I_3 + 2(e_0\Phi + \Phi\Phi) \left( e_0^2 + e_1^2 + e_2^2 + e_3^2 \right)
\]

where \( \Phi \) is the skew-symmetric matrix expressing the operator \( \Phi \times \)

In this case, Eqs. (1) and (2) form a system of \( 6 + n \) polynomial equations in \( 6 + n \) unknowns, i.e. \( x, y, z, e_1, e_2, e_3, \tau_1, \ldots, \tau_n \). This formulation is particularly suitable when the DGP is solved by elimination techniques (cf. Section III), since it introduces the smallest number of unknowns.

C. Study representation of the platform pose

Study soma coordinates [20] provide a 8-parameter homogeneous representation of the pose, i.e. \( S = [e_0, e_1, e_2, e_3, g_0, g_1, g_2, g_3]^T \), where \( e_k, \ k = 0 \ldots 3 \), are the Euler parameters of the platform orientation, normalized with

\[
e_0^2 + e_1^2 + e_2^2 + e_3^2 = 1
\]

and \( g_k, \ k = 0 \ldots 3 \), are the components of a quaternion such that

\[
e_0 g_0 + e_1 g_1 + e_2 g_2 + e_3 g_3 = 0
\]

\( R \) is given by Eq. (4), whereas the platform position is

\[
x = \frac{1}{e_0^2 + e_1^2 + e_2^2 + e_3^2} 
\begin{bmatrix}
-e_0 g_0 + e_1 g_1 - e_2 g_2 - e_3 g_3 \\
-e_0 g_1 + e_1 g_0 + e_2 g_3 - e_3 g_2 \\
-e_0 g_2 + e_1 g_3 + e_2 g_0 - e_3 g_1 \\
-e_0 g_3 - e_1 g_2 + e_2 g_1 + e_3 g_0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Study coordinates add 2 unknowns and 2 equations to Eqs. (1) and (2), thus yielding a system of \( 8 + n \) polynomial equations in \( 8 + n \) unknowns, i.e. \( e_0, e_1, e_2, e_3, g_0, g_1, g_2, g_3, \tau_1, \ldots, \tau_n \). This formalization is used in Section V-A to solve the DGP by general homotopy continuation.

D. Dietmaier representation of the platform pose

Following [21], the platform pose may be described by 9 variables, i.e. \( D = [u^T, v^T]^T = [x, y, z, u_1, u_2, u_3, v_1, v_2, v_3]^T \), where \( [u_1, u_2, u_3] \) and \( [v_1, v_2, v_3] \) are, respectively, the components of \( u \) and \( v \) in \( A \), satisfying the conditions

\[
u_1^2 + u_2^2 + u_3^2 = 1, \quad v_1^2 + v_2^2 + v_3^2 = 1, \quad u_1 v_1 + u_2 v_2 + u_3 v_3 = 0
\]

By setting \( w = u \times v \), the rotation matrix is given by \( R = [u, v, w] \). Equations (1), (2) and (8) form a system of \( 9 + n \) polynomial equations in \( 9 + n \) unknowns, i.e. \( x, y, z, u_1, u_2, u_3, v_1, v_2, v_3, \tau_1, \ldots, \tau_n \). This formalization is used in Section V-A to solve the DGP by parameter homotopy continuation.
III. THE ELIMINATION ALGORITHM

When an elimination technique is adopted, all variables but one need to be eliminated from the equations governing the problem, until a univariate polynomial is obtained. If the latter has the least possible degree, it provides the exact number of solutions in the complex field. For elimination to be successful, a formulation containing the least number of unknowns is often the most suitable. Thus, the formulation introduced in Section II-B is used in this case.

Cable tensions may be eliminated as suggested in [10, 11]. In fact, Eq. (2) admits nonzero solutions only if

$$\text{rank}(\mathbf{M}(P, X)) \leq n$$

i.e. if $L_1, \ldots, L_n$ are linearly dependent. This is a purely geometric condition, since $\mathbf{M}(P, X)$ only depends on the moment pole $P$ and the platform pose, now described by the array $X = [x, \Phi]$. By setting all $(n+1) \times (n+1)$ minors of $\mathbf{M}(P, X)$ to zero and by varying $P$ (the latter may be chosen arbitrarily), a large set of scalar relations that do not contain cable tensions may be obtained (cf. Sections IV-B and IV-C), namely

$$p_k(X) = 0, \quad k = 1 \ldots h,$$

where $p_1, \ldots, p_h$ denote polynomials in $X$.

Since Eqs. (1) and (10) allow the platform pose to be completely determined, the DGP solution emerges as the affine variety of the ideal $(I)$ generated by $I = \{q_1, \ldots, q_m, p_1, \ldots, p_h\}$. For each pose $X$, cable tensions may be successively calculated from $n$ relations suitably chosen within Eq. (2). Clearly, only the configurations for which all tensions are nonnegative must be retained. Stability may be determined by the algorithm presented in [11], by assessing the definiteness of a reduced Hessian matrix, $H$. Since the number $h$ of relations in Eq. (10) is ordinarily greater than $6 - n$, relations $p_k$ may not be independent, otherwise the problem would admit no solution. However, most of them are dependent in a nonlinear way. The abundance of linearly-independent equations obtained by this strategy is particularly beneficial when the problem is solved by elimination procedures based on Groebner bases [22] and/or Sylvester dialytic approach [23].

The elimination algorithm presented in this section was first used in [12] to solve the DGP of a CDPR suspended by $n = 3$ cables. Here, it is proved to be effective for the cases $n = 4$ and $n = 5$, too. The procedure encompasses three steps.

1) Computation of an initial Groebner basis: For a generic CDPR with $n$ cables, $n \leq 6$, the number of monomials in $X$ comprised in $I$ is of the order of several hundreds. Hence, computing a Groebner basis is a nontrivial task. The following expedients are adopted.

- To allow computation via the GroebnerPackage provided within Maple15, all geometric parameters of the robot are assigned generic rational values, i.e. $I \subset \mathbb{Q}[X]$, where $\mathbb{Q}[X]$ is the set of all polynomials in $X$ with coefficients in $\mathbb{Q}$. ‘Generic’ values are numbers such that the stated properties of $(I)$ hold with algebraic probability one in the sense specified in [25].

- Groebner bases are computed with respect to graded reverse lexicographic monomial orders (grlex, in brief), which provide the most efficient calculations.

- The abundance of generators in $I$ is fully exploited, since it speeds up calculation (a feature already pointed out in [26]).

By the above expedients, a Groebner basis $G[I]$ of $(I)$ with respect to grlex($X$), with variables ordered so that $z > y > x > e_1 > e_2 > e_3$, may be generally computed in a fairly expedited way. Once $G[I]$ is known, the normal set $N[I]$ of $(I)$, i.e. the set of all monomials that are not multiples of any leading monomial in $G[I]$, may be easily computed [27]. For the properties of Groebner bases, the number of monomials in $N[I]$ coincides with the number $N_n$ of solutions of the problem at hand and, thus, with the order of the least-degree univariate polynomials in $(I)$.

2) Computation of elimination ideals: If $X_1$ is a list of $l$ variables in $X$ and $X_1X_2$ is the (ordered) relative complement of $X_1$ in $X$, the $l$th elimination ideal $(I_l) \subset (I)$ is defined as $(I) \cap \mathbb{Q}[X_1X_2]$, namely as the subset of all polynomials of $(I)$ that comprise variables in $X_1X_2$ only (and in which, thus, the $l$ variables in $X_1$ have been eliminated). As $(I_l)$ comprises $n$ unknowns, the polynomials of $(I_l)$ contain $5$ variables, the polynomials of $(I_{l-1})$ only $4$, and so on. $(I_1)$ comprises a single variable and, thus, it contains the least-degree polynomial of $(I)$ in that variable. In theory, once $G[I]$ is known, one may use the Faugère-Gianni-Lazard-Mora (FGLM) algorithm [28] to compute the Groebner basis $G[I_l]$ of $(I_l)$ with respect to grlex($X_1X_2$) for any $l$. In practice, however, computing $(I_l)$ is very demanding in terms of both computation time and memory usage. Performing the elimination of the ‘last’ variables is extremely onerous and is likely to prove unfeasible on normal workstations ($G[I_5]$ is the desired least-degree univariate polynomial). A far more efficient alternative consists in using the FGLM algorithm to eliminate only a subset of the original unknowns, thus computing $G[I_l]$ for some $l$, and then completing the elimination process by applying a dialytic step to the polynomials of $G[I_5]$, as discussed in the next step.

3) Final dialytic elimination: Dhingra et al. [26] proposed a dialytic method to compute $G[I_5]$ from $G[I]$ without deriving elimination ideals. In this case, Dhingra’s method, however, is not efficient, since the elimination matrix that is obtained from $G[I]$ is too large for its expansion to be performed in a reasonable time. A feasible alternative emerges by observing that, for the problem at hand, dialytic elimination may be applied to the Groebner basis of any elimination ideal of $(I)$. In fact, if $e_3$ is the smallest variable in $X$, $G[I]$ comprises a number of monomials in $X$ $\in \{e_3\}$ that is ordinarily equal to the number $N_l$ of generators in $G[I_l]$, for all values of $l$. It follows that the generators of $G[I_l]$ may be set up, for any $l$, as a square system of homogeneous linear equations in the monomials of $X$ $\in \{e_3\}$. A Sylvester-type eliminant matrix $E(e_3)$, whose elements only depend on $e_3$, may thus be constructed, and a resultant in $e_3$, free from extraneous polynomial factors, computed, i.e. $G[I_5] = \det E(e_3)$.

The above elimination procedure was applied to several robot geometries, with 3, 4 and 5 cables. Throughout the numerical experimentation, the fastest derivation of $G[I_5]$ was always obtained by computing $G[I_3]$ by the FGLM algorithm, thus eliminating $\{x, y, z\}$, and applying a final dialytic step to $G[I_5]$, thus eliminating $\{e_1, e_2\}$.

IV. DGP of CDPRs with $n$ CABLES

Hereafter, the application of the elimination procedure to the DGP of generic CDPRs suspended by 4 and 5 cables is discussed in detail. The DGP of CDPRs with 2, 3 and 6 cables is presented briefly, since its detailed description is available elsewhere.
A. DGP of CDPRs with 2 and 3 cables

Carricato and Merlet [11] showed that the DGP of the CDPR with 2 cables may be formulated by way of two planar models. In each model, the DGP is solved by a 12-degree univariate polynomial, so that, on the whole, the DGP admits 24 solutions in the complex field, all of which may be real.

The DGP of the CDPR with 3 cables is described in detail in [12]. Equation (1) provides 3 polynomials, respectively of degree 4, 3 and 3 in \( x \), whereas Eq. (10) yields 11 polynomials of degree 6 in \( x \), so that \( l = \{ q_1, q_2, q_3, p_1, \ldots, p_{11} \} \). A Groebner basis \( G[l] \) of \( \{ l \} \) may be computed efficiently with respect to \( \text{grevlex}(z,y,x,e_1,e_2,e_3) \). A univariate polynomial of degree 156 in \( e_3 \) is computed by calculating \( \langle l \rangle \) via the FGLM algorithm and by successively expanding a 45 \( \times \) 45 eliminant matrix. Though the problem admits exactly 156 solutions in the complex field, sets of robot parameters for which the DGP provides no more than 54 real configurations were found so far [14].

B. DGP of CDPRs with 4 cables

When all 4 cables are taut, Eq. (1) yields 4 polynomials, i.e. \( q_1, q_2, q_3 \) and \( q_4 \), respectively of degree 4, 3, 3 and 3 in \( x \). As far as the static constraints are concerned, when \( P = A_1 \), all equations emerging by setting the 5 \( \times \) 5 minors of \( M(A_1, X) \) to zero, namely

\[
p_1 := \det M_{23456}(A_1, X) = 0, \quad p_2 := \det M_{13456}(A_1, X) = 0 \tag{11}
\]

are linearly independent. The relations obtained by letting \( P = A_i, i = 2 \ldots 4 \), are linearly dependent on those in Eq. (11), so that they may be discarded. Nine additional linearly-independent equations may be obtained by letting \( P = B_i, i = 1 \ldots 4 \), namely

\[
p_7 := \det M_{23456}(B_1, X) = 0, \quad p_8 := \det M_{13456}(B_1, X) = 0 \tag{12}
\]

All polynomials \( p_j, j = 1 \ldots 17 \), have degree 6 in \( \Phi \), degree 3 in \( x \) and total degree 9 in \( X \). No other linearly independent relations in \( X \) may be obtained from the minors of \( M(P, X) \) by varying the moment pole \( P = \{ q_1, q_2, q_3, q_4, p_1, \ldots, p_{17} \} \) comprises up to 1576 monomials in \( X \).

By taking advantage of the abundance of generators in \( I \), the computation of \( G[I] \) for the exemplifying robot whose dimensions are reported in subsequent Table II requires roughly 17 min, which is a rather limited time for a problem of this size. Once \( G[I] \) is known, the normal set of \( \{ I \} \) may be computed, namely (in vector format)

\[
N[I] = \left[ 1, e_3, e_2, e_1, x, y, z, e_3^2, e_2 e_3, \ldots, e_1 e_2 e_3^2 \right]^T. \tag{14}
\]

Since \( N[I] \) comprises 216 monomials, \( N_{sol} = 216 \).

The structure of \( G[I] \) with respect to \( \text{grevlex}(X) \) is reported in Table I, as well as the structure of the Groebner bases \( G[I] \) with respect to \( \text{grevlex}(X, X_l) \) of the elimination ideals \( \{ I \}, l = 1 \ldots 5 \). These are derived from \( G[I] \) by the FGLM algorithm. Column 3 reports the number \( N_l \) of generators in \( G[I], \) column 4 provides the degree in \( X \) of such generators (in parentheses, the number of generators having a given degree is specified), and column 5 reports, for each variable \( w \in X \setminus X_l \), the number of monomials in \( G[I] \) having variables in \( X, X_l \setminus \{ w \} \). Table I shows that, if \( w \) is the smallest variable in \( X, X_l \), i.e. \( e_3, G[I] \) comprises a number of monomials in \( X, X_l \setminus \{ e_3 \} \) which is equal to \( N_l \) for all values of \( l \). For instance, the Groebner basis \( G[I] \) of \( \{ I \} \subset \{ e_1, e_2, e_3 \} \) with respect to \( \text{grevlex}(e_3, e_2, e_3) \) comprises 61 polynomials (1 of degree 8 in \( \Phi \) and 60 of degree 10 in \( \Phi \)), including 61 monomials in \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \).

Table II reports the CPU time required to compute \( G[I] \) for an exemplifying generic robot. In particular, the third column reports the CPU time \( T_G[I] \) required to calculate \( G[I] \) by applying Sylvester elimination to \( G[I] \), for \( l = 0 \ldots 4 \). Since the computation time of the dialytic step depends on the dimension of \( E_l \), it decreases with the number of variables in \( \text{grevlex}(X, X_l) \). For the example at hand, \( G[I] \) cannot be computed from \( G[I] \), with \( l = 0 \ldots 2 \), due to excessive computation time. Instead, a univariate polynomial \( G[I] \) of \( e_3 \) may be successfully computed from either \( G[I] \) or \( G[I] \). The most efficient computation is obtained by eliminating \( \{ x, y, z \} \) by the FGLM algorithm and \( \{ e_1, e_2 \} \) by the dialytic step, with a global computation time of \( 17 + 227 + 670 + 567 + 340 = 1820 \) min. Though this time seems very high, it represents a substantial achievement if the size of the resulting polynomial is taken into account. The authors are aware of no studies in which a result so large could be calculated on a normal PC. This proves the effectiveness of the proposed procedure.

The 216 roots of \( G[I] \) may be complex or real. By varying the robot parameters, the count of real roots varies. Since there may be roots in the solution set that always remain complex, the maximal number of real solutions may be smaller than 216. Determining a tight bound for this count is a challenging task. By a continuation procedure originally proposed by Dietmaier [21] and recently adapted by the authors to the DGP of underconstrained CDPRs [14], sets of parameters for which the DGP of the CDPR with 4 cables at most provides the most 98 real configurations were found so far, e.g. \( a_1 = [0; 0; 0], a_2 = [-0.76054; 0; 0.90931], a_3 = [0.71164; 0.68047; 0.09790, a_4 = [0.02574; 0.70420; 0.87389], b_1 = [16.54820; 0; 0], b_2 = [17.16360; 0.77720; 0], b_3 = [16.22250; 0.75153; 0.76874], b_4 = [17.38600; 0.09567; 0.81726], \) and \( (p_1, p_2, p_3, p_4) = (1.01493; 1.12171; 1.138230) \). As it may be verified by the software described in Section V-C, DGP – So1ver, in this case 20 configurations out of 98 have positive tension in all cables, and among these 5 are stable.

C. DGP of CDPRs with 5 cables

When 5 cables are taut, Eq. (1) provides 5 polynomials, i.e. \( q_i, i = 1 \ldots 5 \). \( M(P, X) \) is a \( 6 \times 6 \) matrix, and only one equation may be obtained by imposing \( \text{rank} [M(P, X)] \leq 6 \). In this case, no additional linearly-independent equations emerge by changing the moment pole \( P \), so that Eq. (10) reduces to

\[
p_1 := \det M(A_1, X) = 0 \tag{15}
\]
TABLE I
STRUCTURE OF THE GROEBNER BASES OF THE ELIMINATION IDEALS $⟨l⟩$ OF $⟨f⟩$ FOR A CDPR WITH 4 CABLES AND A GENERIC GEOMETRY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$G[&lt;i&gt;$</th>
<th>$X \setminus X_i$</th>
<th>$N_i$</th>
<th>Degrees of the generators in $X \setminus X_i$</th>
<th>No. of monomials with variables in $X \setminus X_i - \langle w \rangle$, $w \in X \setminus X_j$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$G[4]$</td>
<td>$[y,x,e_1,e_2,e_3]$</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>5(36), 6(111)</td>
<td>185, 180, 181, 160, 147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G[6]$</td>
<td>$[e_1,e_2,e_3]$</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>8(11), 10(60)</td>
<td>66, 61, 61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G[7]$</td>
<td>$[e_2,e_3]$</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>20(15), 21(6)</td>
<td>22, 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G[8]$</td>
<td>$[e_3]$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>216(1)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II
COMPUTATION TIMES TO OBTAIN GROEBNER BASES OF THE ELIMINATION IDEALS $⟨l⟩$ FOR A ROBOT WITH 4 CABLES AND $a_1 = [0;0;0], a_2 = [9;0;1], a_3 = [11;9;0], a_4 = [-2;8;-1], b_1 = [-2;-1;-1], b_2 = [1:-2;0], b_3 = [2;1;-1], b_4 = [0;2;-1], (p_1,p_2,p_3,p_4,p_5) = (6,7,8,9).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$I$</th>
<th>$⟨l⟩$</th>
<th>$T_{G[&lt;i&gt;]}$ [min]</th>
<th>$T_{G[l]}$ [min]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>$⟨l⟩$</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$⟨l⟩ \cap [y,x,e_1,e_2,e_3]$</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$⟨l⟩ \cap [x,e_1,e_2,e_3]$</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$⟨l⟩ \cap [e_1,e_2,e_3]$</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$⟨l⟩ \cap [e_2,e_3]$</td>
<td>1063</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$⟨l⟩ \cap [e_3]$</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

may not take advantage of redundant generators in $I$, it is relatively fast, mainly because a single high-degree polynomial appears in $I$. For the exemplifying robot reported in subsequent Table IV, $G[8]$ may be computed in roughly 3 min.

The normal set, namely

$$N[<i>] = [1,e_3,e_2,e_1,x,y,z,e_3^2,e_2e_3,…,e_1xyz,e_1x^2z^2]$$

contains 140 monomials, so that $N_{sol} = 140$.

The structure of $G[8]$ with respect to grevlex ($X \setminus X_j$) is reported in Table III for $I = 0…5$. The table is constructed as Table I. Notably, in this case, $G[8]$ comprises a number of monomials in $X \setminus X_j - \langle e_3 \rangle$ equal to $N_j$ only for $I = 1, 3, 4$. Hence, Sylvester duality elimination may be applied to neither $G[8]$ nor $G[5]$. Indeed, these contain more monomials in $X \setminus X_j - \langle e_3 \rangle$ than available generators.

Table IV reports, for an exemplifying generic robot, the CPU time $T_{G[<i>]}$ required to compute $G[8]$ from $⟨l_{I-1}⟩$, and the CPU time $T_{G[l]}$ to calculate $G[8]$ by applying Sylvester’s elimination to $G[8]$, for $I = 1, 3, 4$. The most efficient computation is obtained again by eliminating $\{x,y,z\}$ via the FGLM algorithm and $⟨e_1,e_2⟩$ via a duality step $(3.3+43.0+59.5+56.7+7.5 ≈ 170\text{min})$. $G[8]$ comprises 31 polynomials (1 of degree 4, 11 of degree 6, 8 of degree 9, 6 of degree 10, 6 of degree 11 and 1 of degree 12 in $Φ$), and these include 31 monomials in $e_1$ and $e_2$. Hence, a 140-degree polynomial in $e_3$ may be computed by expanding a 31 × 31 eliminant matrix.

By the continuation procedure presented in [14], several sets of geometric parameters for which the DGP provides at the most 74 real configurations have been found so far. An example is as follows: $a_1 = [1.44417, 0.1.20333], a_2 = [0.304215, 1.26206, 0.55533], a_3 = [-0.711127, 0.808726, 0.810451], a_4 = [0.749568, 0.761578, 0.469085], b_1 = [2.16169, 0.0], b_2 = [-0.125711, 0.1.32615], b_3 = [-0.412791, 0.2.11425, 0.4.49869], b_4 = [-0.16265, -0.468249, -0.399945], b_5 = [1.96953, 1.31446, 0.96224], (p_1,p_2,p_3,p_4,p_5) = (2.46449, 1.99586, 1.20622, 1.42395, 2.4302).

As it may be verified by DGP – Solver, 3 configurations out of 74 have positive tension in all cables, and among these 2 are stable.

TABLE IV
COMPUTATION TIMES TO OBTAIN GROEBNER BASES OF THE ELIMINATION IDEALS $⟨l⟩$ FOR A ROBOT WITH 5 CABLES AND $a_1 = [0;0;0], a_2 = [1;2;−0.75], a_3 = [9;3.5;1], a_4 = [3.25;−1;1], a_5 = [1;−2;−0.5], b_1 = [−1;0;−1], b_2 = [−0.5;−1;−1.25], b_3 = [0.75;0.75;−1.25], b_4 = [0.5;−0.75;−1.25], b_5 = [−2.5;−0.8;−1.5], (p_1,p_2,p_3,p_4,p_5) = (4.5,5,3,3.75,4.75).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$I$</th>
<th>$⟨l⟩$</th>
<th>$T_{G[&lt;i&gt;]}$ [min]</th>
<th>$T_{G[l]}$ [min]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>$⟨l⟩$</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$⟨l⟩ \cap [y,x,e_1,e_2,e_3]$</td>
<td>43.0</td>
<td>4042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$⟨l⟩ \cap [x,e_1,e_2,e_3]$</td>
<td>59.5</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$⟨l⟩ \cap [e_1,e_2,e_3]$</td>
<td>56.7</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$⟨l⟩ \cap [e_2,e_3]$</td>
<td>73.0</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$⟨l⟩ \cap [e_3]$</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
D. DGP of CDPRs with 6 cables

When 6 cables are taut, Eq. (1) provides 6 equations and the geometric constraints are sufficient to completely determine the platform pose. Kinematics and statics are decoupled and the DGP is equivalent to the forward displacement analysis of the generalized Gough-Stewart manipulator, with the latter being governed by 6 relations identical to those in Eq. (1). This problem admits 30 solutions in the complex field, all of which may be real [21], and algorithms for their computation are well known [25].

V. Numerical computation of the solution set

For the numeric calculation of the solution set, working with polynomials of degree as high as 156, 216 or 140 is impractical. On the other hand, once a Groebner basis $G[I]$ of $(I)$ is known, the solutions of the DGP may be efficiently computed from the eigenpairs of a $N_{sol} \times N_{sol}$ Groebner basis highly depends on the ‘size’ of the rational coefficients of the polynomials generating the basis. Indeed, when the coefficients are obtained by converting real values, the higher the number of digits in the original floating-point data, the bigger the numerators and denominators of the resulting rational. As a result, computation becomes slower and memory-demanding. This is a limitation shared by all computational methods based on Groebner bases. This is the reason why homotopy continuation is chosen in this paper to actually numerically compute the solution set. Continuation has the significant advantage that it requires no prior Groebner-basis computation by a computer algebra system and real-value geometric parameters may be directly handled in floating-point arithmetic. As a consequence, the dependence of computation time on the specific values of the robot parameters is rather modest.

While formulating equilibrium constraints via Eq. (10) is particularly favorable when elimination strategies are pursued, for continuation algorithms the complexity and the high degree of the polynomial emerging from the elimination of cable tensions are a disadvantage, since they slow down computation and cause stability problems. For this reason, the formulation of the DGP via Eq. (1) and (2) is preferable. For the same reason, the pose parametrization by Study coordinates is chosen to parametrize the platform pose, since a priori known about the roots of the target system. In this case, homotopy continuation is equivalent to the number of paths to be tracked. However, many paths diverge to infinity. When 5 and 6 cables, $N_{sol}$ is still much larger than $sol$ (since Study coordinates $S$ and $-S$ represent the same platform pose, see Eqs. (5)-(6)) and so this is also the number of paths to be tracked for parameter homotopy to work robustly. This problem does not appear if Dietmaier parametrization is used, as in this case the number of isolated roots of the modeling equations is exactly equal to $N_{sol}$.

B. Equilibrium configurations with slack cables

When cable lengths are assigned as inputs, nothing ensures, a priori, that when the platform reaches its stable equilibrium pose all cables are in tension, since configurations may exist in which the platform is supported by only $m$ cables, with $m \leq n$ and with $n - m$ cables being slack. Accordingly, the overall solution set emerges by solving the DGP for all possible constraint sets $\{s_j \| \rho_j, j \in W\}$, with $W \subseteq \{1...n\}$ and $\text{card}(W) \leq n$. As an example, for a robot with 5 cables, 31 DGPs need to be solved, namely 1 DGP with 5 active cables, 5 DGPs with 4 active cables, 10 DGPs with 3 active cables, 10 DGPs with 2 active cables, and 5 DGPs with 1 active cable. Clearly, when the $k$th cable is slack, the distance $\|s_k\|$ cannot be greater than the assigned $\rho_k$. Hence, for any subset $W$, only the solutions for which $\|s_k\| \leq \rho_k, k \in W$ are admissible and must be retained.

C. DGP – Solver

DGP – Solver is a software based on the procedures outlined in Sections V-A and V-B. It is available for both Linux and Windows platforms, and it is freely distributed [16]. DGP – Solver solves the DGP for a generic $n$-cable CDPR, with $n \leq 6$. It receives the robot geometry, the cable lengths and a constant external load as inputs, and it computes all possible equilibrium configurations that are compatible with the given constraints $\{s_j \| \rho_j, j \in W\}$, including those with slack cables. Upper limits on cable tensions are not taken into consideration in the current version of the software.

DGP – Solver also determines whether an equilibrium configuration is stable or not, by assessing the definiteness of the corresponding Hessian $H$. [11]

In recent years, several softwares have been developed to ease the implementation of homotopy-continuation algorithms. DGP – Solver uses Bertini [17] as a computation engine. The advantage of Bertini over other packages relies on its capability of implementing user-defined parameter homotopies. DGP – Solver uses both parameter and general continuation routines. The former provides for the fastest computation, but some (normally complex) solutions may sometimes be missed. When this happens, DGP – Solver uses general continuation to correct the outcome.

Tables V and Table VI show the results provided by DGP – Solver for two exemplifying CDPRs with, respectively, 4 and 5 cables (extracted from the samples discussed in subsequent Section VI). Due to space limitations, only the real solutions with nonnegative tension in all cables are reported (the platform orientation is specified by Rodrigues parameters, whereas symbols $>$ and $<$ denote, respectively, a positive-definite and an indefinite Hessian matrix). The 4-cable robot in Table V has 4 poses with only two cables in tension, all of them unstable, and 2 stable configurations, i.e. 1 with three active cables and 1 with all cables taut. The 5-cable robot in
The results of the simulation are summarized in Table VII. The $n$th column, with $n = 2 \ldots 6$, reports the results obtained for the samples suspended by $n$ cables, and in particular: the number of samples considered (row 1), the number of feasible configurations globally obtained (row 2), and the number of feasible configurations with $m$ cables in tensions, $m \leq n$ (row $2 + m$).

The data emerging from the table seem to show that, when the number of cables increases, the probability of finding feasible configurations with all cables in tension decreases. For the robots with 2 cables, in almost 90% of equilibrium configurations both cables are active, whereas for the robots with 3 cables all cables are active in roughly 80% of cases. This trend continues as $n$ increases, until, for the samples with 6 cables, in almost no configuration all 6 cables are active. Columns 4 through 6 show that, in most cases, the robots with 4 cables have only 3 taut cables, whereas the robots with 5 and 6 cables have only 3 or 4 cables in tension. It is worth observing that, while for the robots with 2 or 3 cables equilibrium configurations with slack cables may only occur at the frontier of the geometrical workspace, it is not so when $n \geq 4$, where equilibrium poses with slack cables may occur in the middle of it.

Another interesting question concerns the probability for a CDPR to admit multiple feasible configurations. When this occurs, the stable equilibrium pose of the platform may change under the influence of external perturbations, which is not favorable in practice. In this perspective, Table VIII investigates how many multiple solutions are encountered when solving the DGP of the samples in Table VII. Row 2, 3 and 4 report, respectively, the percentages of samples admitting 1, 2 or more feasible solutions. It emerges that when the number of cables increases, the probability of having a single solution of the DGP decreases. It is roughly 83% for the 3-cable robots, 53% for the 4-cable samples, and a little less than 25% for the 5- and the 6-cable robots.

From the data reported in Tables VII and VIII, one could argue that, as long as only 3 cables are employed, all of them may be reasonably expected to support the platform, with a single stable equilibrium pose being unambiguously determined in most circumstances. When 4, 5 or 6 cables are used, a full control of the robot becomes challenging, because it is difficult to take advantage of all available cables and to control the platform pose in a deterministic way.

**VII. Conclusions**

This paper studied the direct geometrico-static problem (DGP) of underconstrained cable-driven parallel robots (CDPRs) supported by $n$ cables, with $n \leq 6$. The task consisted in finding the equilibrium configurations of the end-effector when cable lengths and a static load are assigned.

The problem was modeled by a set of algebraic equations, and a least-degree univariate polynomial in the corresponding ideal was found for any value of $n$, thus setting an exact bound on the number of solutions admitted in the complex field. The most challenging tasks had to be solved for $n = 3, 4$ and 5, when the aforementioned polynomial has degree 156, 216 and 140, respectively. The proposed variable-elimination procedure succeeded when other methods proved to be computationall too onerous, thus providing an efficient alternative to the state of the art in calculating a least-degree univariate polynomial in a given ideal.

For the numerical computation of the solution set, a numerical procedure based on homotopy continuation was developed and implemented in the software DGP-Solver. Distinctive features of the code

---

4As explained in Section V-B, DGP-Solver provides the DGP solutions for all possible constraint sets $C_W = \{||s_j|| \leq \rho_j, j \in W\}$, with $W \subseteq \{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6\}$, $m = \text{card}(W) \leq 6$, and $||s_k|| \leq \rho_k, \forall k \notin W$. By ignoring the latter requirement, the DGP solutions for $C_W$ provide the equilibrium configurations of a robot including only $m$ cables.

5When a single cable is taut, the external wrench $Q_L_c$ must be aligned with it. When $n = 3$ and only two cables are taut, the latter and $Q_L_c$ must be coplanar [11, 12].
### TABLE V
**DGP of a CDPR with 4 Cables: Real Solutions with Nonnegative Tension in All Cables**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conf.</th>
<th>$(x, y, z)$</th>
<th>$(e_0, e_1, e_2, e_3)$</th>
<th>$H_i$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(5.4865, 3.6679, 8.6012)</td>
<td>(1.1.1961, −0.4459, −0.5447)</td>
<td>(9.16, 0.5, 3.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(5.4514, −0.5145, 9.2931)</td>
<td>(1.0.0413, −0.4465, −0.0290)</td>
<td>(5.09, 0.5, 5.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(5.4947, 4.6478, 8.5797)</td>
<td>(1.0.7274, −0.4462, −0.3354)</td>
<td>(8.77, 0.3, 3.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>(−3.0150, −2.6186, 10.5744)</td>
<td>(1.0.0.2066, 0.7251, 0.3046)</td>
<td>(0.0, 0.6, 19.57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>(−0.4245, −1.7527, 11.0969)</td>
<td>(1.0.1.4031, 1.8469, 0.2283)</td>
<td>(3.34, 0.4, 6.52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>(−0.1964, −0.1268, 11.0728)</td>
<td>(1.0.2101, 0.3801, 0.0573)</td>
<td>(2.89, 0.30, 9.2, 4.48)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE VI
**DGP of a CDPR with 5 Cables: Real Solutions with Nonnegative Tension in All Cables**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conf.</th>
<th>$(x, y, z)$</th>
<th>$(e_0, e_1, e_2, e_3)$</th>
<th>$H_i$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(−1.8386, −0.5703, 3.6644)</td>
<td>(1.1.9122, 103.4291, −2.6272)</td>
<td>(20.26, 0.0, 20.86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(−0.9683, 4.6303, 8.1748)</td>
<td>(1.0.4483, 0.1963, 0.0244)</td>
<td>(0.619, 0.5, 4.44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(−0.5205, 0.5002, 9.6903)</td>
<td>(1.0.22147, −12.1484, −1.3686)</td>
<td>(0.0, 10.24, 0.103)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>(−2.2633, 3.8189, 4.8882)</td>
<td>(1.1.9241, −32.9202, 16.6404)</td>
<td>(0.47, 21.60, 0.228)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>(−2.1884, 2.2735, 4.9241)</td>
<td>(1.4131.8466, −12513.9896, 3408.9760)</td>
<td>(4.72, 13.77, 0.194)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>(1.5688, −3.0697, 10.5834)</td>
<td>(1.0.5711, −0.3564, −0.1105)</td>
<td>(1.10, 1.85, 0.366, 5.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>(1.3853, −2.5305, 10.5848)</td>
<td>(1.0.4701, −0.2959, −0.0863)</td>
<td>(1.22, 0.20, 0.37, 4.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>(−1.7043, 0.4255, 10.0384)</td>
<td>(1.24.6125, 2.15242, 3.9457)</td>
<td>(1.44, 0.66, 2.85, 7.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>(−2.5658, 2.0842, 10.1100)</td>
<td>(1.2.8702, 2.2467, 0.5195)</td>
<td>(0.61, 5.36, 3.23, 6.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>(1.5754, −2.4698, 10.6232)</td>
<td>(1.1.6897, −0.3362, −0.1492)</td>
<td>(0.37, 0.50, 3.17, 6.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>(1.5476, −3.5523, 10.5849)</td>
<td>(1.1.0.1357, −0.4345, −0.1603)</td>
<td>(0.20, 1.14, 2.90, 7.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>(−2.6029, 1.9238, 10.1101)</td>
<td>(1.3.0172, 2.4254, 0.5732)</td>
<td>(0.02, 1.54, 3.32, 3.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>(1.5460, −3.4460, 10.6187)</td>
<td>(1.0.9363, −0.6196, −0.1883)</td>
<td>(0.60, 1.70, 0.77, 3.52, 6.53)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE VII
**Stochastic Analysis of Random Samples of Robot Geometries with 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 Cables**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$n$-cable CDPRs</th>
<th>2-cable CDPRs</th>
<th>3-cable CDPRs</th>
<th>4-cable CDPRs</th>
<th>5-cable CDPRs</th>
<th>6-cable CDPRs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of samples</td>
<td>7500</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>7500</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of feasible solutions</td>
<td>7500</td>
<td>12048</td>
<td>12006</td>
<td>5192</td>
<td>1114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of feasible solutions with 1 active cable</td>
<td>785(10.46%)</td>
<td>70(0.58%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of feasible solutions with 2 active cables</td>
<td>6715(89.53%)</td>
<td>2424(20.11%)</td>
<td>109(0.90%)</td>
<td>3(0.05%)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of feasible solutions with 3 active cables</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>9554(79.29%)</td>
<td>6987(58.19%)</td>
<td>2362(39.95%)</td>
<td>380(34.11%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of feasible solutions with 4 active cables</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4910(40.89%)</td>
<td>2626(44.41%)</td>
<td>420(37.70%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of feasible solutions with 5 active cables</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>921(15.57%)</td>
<td>312(28.00%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of feasible solutions with 6 active cables</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2(0.17%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE VIII
**Distribution of Multiple Feasible Configurations as Emerging from the Stochastic Analysis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$n$-cable CDPRs</th>
<th>2-cable CDPRs</th>
<th>3-cable CDPRs</th>
<th>4-cable CDPRs</th>
<th>5-cable CDPRs</th>
<th>6-cable CDPRs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of samples</td>
<td>7500</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>7500</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of samples with 1 feasible solution</td>
<td>7500(100%)</td>
<td>8320(83.20%)</td>
<td>3941(52.54%)</td>
<td>988(24.70%)</td>
<td>113(22.60%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of samples with 2 feasible solutions</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1299(12.99%)</td>
<td>2754(36.72%)</td>
<td>1276(31.90%)</td>
<td>213(42.60%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of samples with more than 2 feasible solutions</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>381(3.81%)</td>
<td>805(10.73%)</td>
<td>736(18.40%)</td>
<td>174(34.80%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
are that all solutions of the problem are found, including those with slack cables, and stability analysis is integrated to identify feasible equilibria.

It was shown that the DGP may admit multiple equilibrium configurations, characterized by a different number of taut cables. Since slack cables are inactive, they represent a loss of capacity of the robot, which is instantaneously unable to control some of the end-effector freedoms. A preliminary investigation was performed to assess the most suitable architectures that may guarantee an optimal exploitation of the available actuators. The probability for a CDPR to admit multiple stable equilibrium configurations (which is a critical situation for the reliable control of the robot) was also considered. The latter issues deserve a deeper investigation, and they will be the topic of future research.
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